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September 9, 1974· July 7, 1999

Captain Vikram Batra [IC-57556), son of Shri G L
Batra, was born on September 9, J974, at Mandi,
Himachal Pradesh. He was commissioned in 13
Jammu and Kashmir Rifles in December 1997.

During Operation Vijay J3 JAK Rifles was
ordered to move to Drass Sector on June I 2, 1999.
It made some early gains and captured two
important features called Hump and Rocky Knot
by June 17. Another important task assigned to
the Battalion was the capture of Point 5140, an
strategically vital feature in Drass valley, located at
an altitude of 15000 feet.

The action was to be carried out by Band D
Companies of the Battalion. On June 20, Captain
Batra, Commander Delta Company was tasked to
attack Point 5140. He skirted around the feature
from the east and reached the assaulting distance
maintaining secrecy of the move. Here he
reorganised his column and motivated his men to
sweep the enemy position physically. Leading
from the front, in a daredevil assault, he pounced
on the enemy and killed four of them in a hand-to
hand fight.

On July 7, in an another operation at Point
4875 in Mushkoh valley his Company was tasked
to clear a narrow feature with sharp cuttings on
either side as also the fortified enemy defences
that covered the approach to it. To conclude the
operation speedily Capt Batra assaulted the
enemy position along a narrow ridge, engaged
the enemy in a fierce hand-to-hand fight and
killed five enemy soldiers at point blank range.
Even after sustaining grave injuries, he crawled
towards the enemy and hurled grenades to clear
the position. Leading from the front he rallied his



men, pressed on the attack and completed a near
impossible military task in the face of heavy enemy
fire. Captain Batra later succumbed to his injuries.

Father of Capt Vikram
Batra receiving PVC
from the President
Shri K R Narayanan

Captain Vikram Batra displayed most
conspicuous bravery and leadership of the highest
order in the face of the enemy and made the
supreme sacrifice. He was honoured with Param
VirChakra, posthumously.
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